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The Goal of Census 2020 Operations

 To count everyone once, only once, and in the right place.
 The 2020 Census will count people wherever they live on
Census Day (April 1, 2020)—or where they are staying that
day if they have no permanent place to live.

Comprehensive Operations Timeline
2020
• January 21: The count officially begins in the rural Alaskan village of Toksook Bay.
• March 12 - 20: Households will begin receiving official Census Bureau mail with detailed information on how to respond to the
2020 Census online, by phone, or by mail.
• March 30 - April 1: The Census Bureau will count people who are experiencing homelessness. Including people in shelters, at
soup kitchens and mobile food vans, on the streets, and at non-sheltered, outdoor locations such as tent encampments.
• April 1: Census Day! By this date, every home will receive an invitation to participate in the 2020 Census. When you respond to the
census, you'll tell the Census Bureau where you live as of April 1, 2020.
• April: Census takers will begin visiting college students who live on campus, people living in senior centers, and others who live
among large groups of people. Census takers also begin conducting quality check interviews to help ensure an accurate count.
• May - July: Census takers will begin visiting homes that haven't responded to the 2020 Census.
• December: The Census Bureau will deliver apportionment counts to the President and Congress as required by law.
2021
• March 31: By this date, the Census Bureau will send redistricting counts to states. This information is used to redraw legislative
districts based on population changes.

Response Options (95%)
Self-Response – 3 methods of response:
• Online Option
• Mail/Paper Questionnaire
• Phone via Census Questionnaire Assistance
“Catch-all” Response option: Non-Processing ID
• No Unique Identification Code Required
NRFU contacts
• Enumerators complete an interview using an automated
application on a smartphone
• Each case will have a maximum of six unique contact days and
12 proxy attempts
• Use of Administrative Records in NRFU

Self Response Phase - March 12-April 30
Between March 12 – 20: first mailing of invitation to respond online to the 2020
Census (some households will receive paper questionnaires in the first mailing)
For Households that do not respond:
Between March 16 – 24: reminder letter mailed
Between March 26 – April 3: reminder postcard mailed
Between April 8 – 16: reminder letter and paper questionnaire mailed
Between April 20 – 27: final reminder postcard mailed before enumerator visits
begin on May 13
Paper questionnaires will NOT be available on demand

Internet First vs.
Internet Choice
Internet First
• For 80%* of households, first mailing is an invitation to respond to the census online
Internet Choice
• For 20%* of households, first mailing includes both an invitation to complete the
census online and a paper questionnaire
• These households in areas with low internet coverage or connectivity or other
characteristics that may make it less likely that respondents will complete the census
questionnaire online
*The 80%/20% “split” is a national average and can vary greatly in each jurisdiction. Check the CUNY

Census 2020 HTC map

Non-ID Response


Households can respond online or by telephone without a unique identification
number.



Paper questionnaires have barcode (equivalent to the ID number) on every page that
tie them to specific addresses.

USE THIS SELF-RESPONSE METHOD IF:


Your household did not receive any census materials by mail or in person.



You “lost” the materials your household received.



Your household responded but left you off the form.

IMPORTANT: P eople cannot get a paper form by calling the Census Bureau
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Self-response Universe:
Households
 Household: a group of people, comprised of family/ies
and/or non-relatives, who occupy a single living quarter and
consider themselves a unit within that space.
 Census Bureau assigns one unique ID to each household
(defined by a mailing address or physical location).
 One person (the “householder”) fills out a form and includes
every person who is part of that household unit.
 More than one household can occupy a single structure
(legally or in violation of codes).
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Bilingual Forms
English/Spanish only
• All households will receive information in English and 12 non-English languages about how
to respond online and by phone
• About 9.3% of households (13 million) will receive bilingual English/Spanish
mailings.
• These households are in census tracts where 20% or more of households have at
least one person age 15 or older who speaks Spanish and does not speak English “very
well” (based on ACS data).
• Households will receive bilingual paper questionnaires in the first mailing if they are part of
Internet Choice.
• All households that receive bilingual mailings and do not self-respond will receive a
bilingual invitation in the fourth mailing during April 8-16.
• Most states (40 out of 50) plus the District of Columbia have at least some areas
assigned to receive English/Spanish invitations.
• There will be English-only and Spanish-only paper forms for Puerto Rico.

Language Assistance: Phone Support
Phone support is offered in English and 12 non-English
languages:
• Spanish
• Chinese (Mandarin and Cantonese)
• Vietnamese
• Korean
• Russian
• Arabic
• Tagalog
• Polish
• French
• Haitian Creole
• Portuguese
• Japanese
Through a dedicated toll-free Census Bureau phone number for each language,
callers can get more information on the census, ask questions, and complete their
census form over the phone.

Language Assistance: Online
In 2020, there will be a new option to complete your census form online. While the paper form is available in
English and Spanish only, the internet self-response form is available in 12 non-English languages:

•

Spanish

•

Chinese (Simplified)

•

Vietnamese

•

Korean

•

Russian

•

Arabic

•

Tagalog,

•

Polish

•

French

•

Haitian Creole

•

Portuguese

•

Japanese

Language Assistance: Resources
& Materials from Census Bureau
The Census Bureau is producing language
glossaries, language identification cards, and
language guides in 59 non-English languages to
help non-English speakers complete their forms.
Spanish

Italian

Khmer

Tamil

Croatian

Chinese

Farsi

Nepali

Navajo

Bulgarian

Vietnamese

German

Urdu

Hungarian

Twi

Korean

Armenian

Romanian

Hebrew

Lithuanian

Russian

Hindi

Telugu

Malayalam

Yoruba

Arabic

Ukrainian

Burmese

Swahili

Czech

Tagalog

Bengali

Punjabi

Yiddish

Igbo

Polish

Greek

Lao

Indonesian

Marathi

French

Amharic

Hmong

Serbian

Sinhala

Haitian Creole

Somali

Albanian

Tigrinya

Slovak

Portuguese

Thai

Turkish

Ilocano

American Sign Language

Japanese

Gujarati

Bosnian

Dutch

Language Assistance: Resources
& Materials from Census Bureau
The language glossary contains commonly used census terms that are translated. This will allow
for consistent use of terminology that matches what the census uses and minimizes the occasion for
when someone needs to translate on the spot.
The language identification card is used by field interviewers. If a field interviewer knocks on a
door and encounters a non-English speaker, they can show this card which shows a short message in
59 non-English languages. After the resident identifies the language they speak, the field interviewer
can take this back to the office to find an interpreter.
The language guides, provided in video and print, walk through the online form and paper form.
This will be housed on the Census Bureau’s website and will also be printed for Census Bureau
partnership events.
Census Bureau language assistance resources will be available on www.2020census.gov.

Additional Language Assistance Resources for
Non-Spanish Speakers
Asian Americans, Native Hawaiians, and Pacific Islanders
Asian Americans Advancing Justice is producing GOTC resources in 15 Asian languages: Chinese Simplified, Chinese - Traditional , Gujarati, Hindi, Hmong, Japanese, Khmer, Korean, Lao, Nepali, Punjabi,
Tagalog, Thai, Urdu, and Vietnamese. In partnership with Empowering Pacific Islander Communities, these
factsheets will be tailored for the Native Hawaiian and Pacific Islander community and translated into 8
languages: Chamorro, Chuukese, Hawaiian, Marshallese, Palauan, Samoan, Tongan, and Vakaviti. Translated
factsheets, as well as additional resources for the AANHPI community, can be found at
www.CountUsIn2020.org/resources.
Arab Americans and Arabic Speakers
The YallaCountMeIn 2020 Census campaign is creating materials in Arabic language to be shared online. The
campaign’s bilingual Arabic and English website at www.YallaCountMeIn.org provides a way for non-proficient
English speakers a way to engage in the campaign and get information that is necessary to encourage them to
Get out the Count in 2020.

Update / Enumerate



This approach is used in remote areas which are particularly
hard to reach, including certain parts of Alaska and Maine,
and in certain Native American areas.



Bureau field staff will generally update the address of the
household and conduct an in-person interview to enumerate
the household in the same visit.

Update / Leave


This approach is used in areas where there is no mail delivery to
the physical location of most households, or where the Census
Bureau cannot verify the mail delivery information for these
households.



These tend to include households or areas which:






Are in rural or remote areas.
Do not receive mail through city-style addresses.
Receive mail at post office boxes.
Have been affected by major disasters.
Have high concentrations of seasonally vacant housing.

Update/Leave
 Bureau field staff will update the address of the household and leave
materials about self-response by mail, telephone or online.
 Areas where the Bureau will use Update/Leave for enumeration
include:





U.S.-Mexico border region
Puerto Rico
“Four corners” region of Arizona, Colorado, Utah and New Mexico
Areas in northern Michigan, Minnesota, Washington, Wisconsin
and upstate New York

Non-Response Followup (NRFU) Phase
May 13-July 31*
Households that do not self-respond will be visited by a
Census taker to be counted in person. Census takers
will:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use mobile devices
Leave a “Notice of Visit” to nudge response
Make up to six attempts
Not ask to enter the home
Only ask the questions on the questionnaire
Not ask for documents

Households that self-respond after April 30 will be
removed from NRFU case-load in “real time”
Last resort is use of administrative records for missing
data and statistical imputation of minimum data for
Congressional apportionment
Households can continue to self respond through July
31st.

*“EARLY NRFU” starts April 9th in neighborhoods with
large off-campus college student populations

Non-Response Followup (NRFU)


Census takers will complete the interviews using mobile devices.



Generally, Census takers will make up to six visits to contact household members at these residences.



Census takers make up to 12 attempts to reach a “proxy respondent” if they cannot reach a household,
such as a neighbor, landlord, real estate agent, or other knowledgeable person who can provide information
about the unit and the people who live there.



Households that self-respond after April 30th will be removed in “real time” from NRFU caseload



Households can best avoid a Census taker visit during NRFU by responding to the Census
between March 12 and April 30!
 In addition, the U.S. Census Bureau has said that leaving one or more questions blank on the
questionnaire increases the chances of a Census taker visit. More information is needed from the
Bureau before definitive guidance can be provided to the community on this.

NRFU Enumeration

I f Census takers do visit your hom e or the hom e of your neighbor, landlord or
other “prox y:”
 They will never ask to enter the home.
 They will identify themselves and wear a U.S. Census Bureau badge.
 They will only ask questions that are on the questionnaire – this means they will not ask about citizenship
or immigration status, or financial information.
 They will never ask for or request additional documentation.

How to Verify Census Taker
• First, check to make sure that they
have a valid ID badge, with their
photograph, a U.S. Department of
Commerce watermark, and an
expiration date.
• If you still have questions about their
identity, you can call 800-923-8282 to
speak with a local Census Bureau
representative.
Source: U.S. Census Bureau

Use of Administrative Records


The Bureau will use administrative records and third-party
data:
 To identify vacant and non-housing units.
 To enumerate a nonresponding household if “quality data”
are available.



Administrative records include information from:
 The postal service
 Social Security
 Medicaid and Medicare
 The Internal Revenue Service



Third-party data come from commercial companies.

Counting Special Populations
Group Quarters
Persons
Experiencing
Homelessness
Persons at
Transitory
Locations
Military Personnel

Counting Residents in Group
Quarters


The Census Bureau has a special approach
for enumerating persons living in “group
quarters” (GQ), such as nursing homes,
college/university student housing,
residential treatment centers, group
homes, correctional facilities, or domestic
violence shelters.



The Bureau will attempt to contact the GQ
in advance to verify the GQ’s information,
determine the GQ’s preferred method of
enumeration, and resolve concerns about
confidentiality and privacy.



Advance contact w / Administrators: Feb. 3 ⎯
March 6



GQ enumeration: April 2 ⎯ June 5

Counting Residents in Group
Quarters
 The Bureau uses different enumeration methods for GQs,
including:
 In-person visit by a Census taker.
 Transfer of data file by GQ to the Census.
 For medical and correctional facilities, a point of contact at
the GQ can be trained, sworn to confidentiality, and collect
responses from residents.
 Drop Off/Pick Up of Questionnaires.

Counting People
Experiencing Homelessness
The Census Bureau will enumerate many people experiencing
homelessness through “service-based enumeration:”
 This includes people who visit transitional shelters, soup kitchens,
regularly scheduled mobile food vans, and other targeted outdoor
locations.
 Generally, these homeless persons are counted through in-person
interviews.
 The Bureau works closely with service providers and partners in
advance

Counting People Experiencing
Homelessness
 The Census Bureau will devote three specific days to counting
people who are experiencing homelessness across the country:
 March 30, 2020: People who are in shelters.
 March 31, 2020: People at soup kitchens and mobile food
vans.
 April 1, 2020: People in non-sheltered, outdoor locations,
such as tent encampments and on the streets.

Counting Persons at Transitory Locations




The Census Bureau will also enumerate persons who live in locations where people do not live
year-round – “transitory locations:”
 These include persons who do not have a usual home elsewhere (or they will not return to
by May 5).
 Transitory locations include RV parks, campgrounds, hotels and motels, marinas,
racetracks, carnivals and circuses.
 The Bureau will contact these locations in advance in late Feb. – March 2020.
Transitory Location residents are counted in person (no self-response) in individual housing
units where they live at time of enumeration (not April 1st location)



Advance contact: Feb. 24 – March 21, 2020



Data collection: April 9 – May 4, 2020

People in Prisons and Correctional
Facilities
People who are living in any of the following on April 1, 2020, should be
counted at the facility:
• Correctional residential facilities.
• Federal detention centers.
• Federal and state prisons.
• Local jails and other municipal confinement facilities.
Please visit Counting People in Group Living Arrangements for more
information.

Counting Students
• Boarding school students below the college level should be counted at the home of their
parents or guardians.
• College students who are living at home should be counted at their home address.
• College students who live away from home should be counted at the on- or off-campus
residence where they live and sleep most of the time, even if they are at home on April 1,
2020. Please visit Counting People in Group Living Arrangements for more information.
• U.S. college students who are living and attending college outside the United States are
not counted in the census.
• Foreign students living and attending college in the United States should be counted at
the on- or off-campus residence where they live and sleep most of the time.

Counting Military Personnel


The Census Bureau will count some
military personnel when it conducts its GQ
count. This includes people living on or in:
 Military installations, in fenced secured
areas.
 Military ships, such as a Navy or Coast
Guard vessel.



The Bureau will count military personnel
stationed overseas and their family
members using information from the
Department of Defense’s Manpower Data
Center.


These data provide the home state of
the personnel.

Migrant and Seasonal
Farmworkers
Those living in dormitories and other ‘fixed’ living quarters will
be counted through Group Quarters Operation
Those in “regular” housing units (single or multi-unit buildings)
will be counted in through the Mail-out or Update/Leave
Those in trailers, tents, RVs will be counted through the
Enumeration of Transitory Locations

Counting Foreign Citizens
 Citizens of foreign countries who are living in the
United States, including members of the diplomatic
community, should be counted at the U.S. residence
where they live and sleep most of the time.
 Citizens of foreign countries who are visiting the
United States on vacation or business on April 1,
2020, should not be counted.

Counting Very Young
Children


To help ensure a full count of very young Latino children in
Census 2020, it is critical that families and caretakers for these
children are aware of how children are counted, including those
living in “nontraditional” households.



Children should be counted at the household they are living in on
April 1, 2020, even if their biological parents are not living in that
household. This includes children living with or in:
 Grandparents, step-parents or other extended family members.
 A foster or adoptive family.
 Unrelated adults.
 Shared custody arrangements – the child is counted in the
household of the custodial parent the child is living with on April 1.

Counting Very Young
Children


Family members and caregivers
should try to coordinate to make
sure that each child is counted in
only one household.



Babies born on or before April 1,
2020, should be counted at the
home where they will live or sleep
most of the time, even if they are
still in the hospital.



Babies born after April 1, 2020,
should not be counted in the 2020
Census.

RECAP: Special Circumstances
People Who Move on Census Day
• People who are moving should count themselves just once, in one home.
• If they move into their new residence on April 1, 2020, they should count
themselves at that residence.
• If they move out of their old residence on April 1, 2020, but have not yet moved
into their new home, they should count themselves at their old residence.
Visitors on Census Day
• Whether to count a visitor depends on the type of visitor.
• Visitors who are in your home on April 1, 2020, but who will return to their
normal residence should be counted where they live and sleep most of the time.

Mobile Questionnaire Assistance Centers
(MQACs)


The Census Bureau has begun operational planning for a potential operation for Mobile Questionnaire Assistance Centers (MQACs),
including development of a project plan, risk register, requirements, and schedule.



This initiative would deploy staff to areas based on real‐time self‐response rates where assistance is most needed to answer
questions, provide forms, and complete actual responses, and are not at static locations.



Bureau intends to offer questionnaire assistance through its MQACs in HTC areas:


Initially will be placed in communities with historically low response scores



MQAC efforts are replacing the fixed-location Questionnaire Assistance Centers (QAC) the Bureau used in Census 2010.



MQAC Partnership and field staff will attend community events, such as fairs or festivals.



Bureau may also place mobile units (such as vans) at community locations.



Availability will be based on connectivity



Advocates are concerned that the MQACs will not provide sufficient accessible locations with regular hours and an environment where
residents will comfortable providing private information.



To request MQAC at event or community effort, stakeholders should contact their local partnership specialists

Questionnaire
Assistance
Centers (QAC)
&
Questionnaire
Assistance
Kiosks (QAK)

QACs and QAKs are physical locations
where the public can get information
about the Census and Census
Questionnaire.
QAKs also provide online and/or phone
access (both are recommended) to
complete the questionnaire.
QACs generally rely on staff or
volunteers to answer questions related
to completing the Census questionnaire.

Module 3 will cover detailed guidelines, resources, and available toolkits to set
up a QAC & QAK in your community. However, for more information please refer
to our NALEO Educational Fund Guidelines document and/or the New Century
Cities QAK toolkit.

RECAP:
 The census does not start on April 1, 2020. That is a reference date only. The enumeration starts on
January 21st and self response in the majority of the country starts on March 12th.
 The 2020 Census is not a ”digital census.” Households can self-respond via internet, telephone, or paper
form (or in person during NRFU).
 People cannot obtain a paper questionnaire by calling the Census Bureau.
 The daily self-response progress reports will represent percent of all known housing units (occupied,
vacant, or nonexistent), not people, that have self-responded via internet, telephone, or paper
questionnaire. (Projected national 2020 Census self-response rate: 60.5%)
 The first mailing is not a postcard.
 The Census Bureau will not email or text people for the 2020 Census. (Report any suspicious activity to

our hotline at 877-EL-CENSO)
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Thank you.
Giovany Hernandez
Regional Census Campaign Manager
Ghernandez@naleo.org
Twitter: @NALEO | #HagaseContar |
#HazmeContar
www.hagasecontar.org | www.hazmecontar.org

